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Scott Johnson 1 day ago
This is a very misleading video. Amway has customer rules, but 
they don't follow them. Is ACN going to criticize Amway for this? 
They are both DSA members. This video is a LOT like a recent 
Amway video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yFnluRO5u3w 
If you want the real facts about illegal pyramids and RICO fraud 
MLMs, visit www.StopTheAmwayToolScam.wordpress.com and 
www.AllMLMFacts.org. 
Show less

  Reply •

Scott Johnson 1 day ago (edited)
I described EXACTLY the difference between a legitimate 
MLM and an illegal pyramid scam, it's whether there are lots 
of customers. Are you going to answer the question about 
why ACN puts up with Amway being in the same DSA? And 

Published on Mar 22, 2017
http://acninc.com/ Direct sales and multi-level marketing often have a
negative connotation. Why is that? At ACN, we feel this is because people
fear what they don’t understand. Even though these types of businesses
have been around since the 18th century, people still have the wrong idea
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why the DSA supports zero customers?  

P.S., some twit posted how he had scores of customers and 
his downline had hundreds of customers, then he deleted 
his comment. Looks like ACN operates similar to Amway: 
Amway has 2 major problems, and most MLMs have at 
least one of these issues: 

1. The products are overpriced, which makes them almost 
impossible to sell to customers and results in Amway being 
an illegal pyramid, according to the FTC and SEC websites 
and previous court decisions; and

2. The Tool Scam is hidden pro韛�t for the top level 
distributors only, and the vast majority of distributors 
operate at a net loss as a result. This is RICO fraud. 

For recent examples, google “FTC” along with the following 
companies, one at a time: FHTM, BurnLounge, Zeek, 
TelexFree, Vemma, and Herbalife. Read about these and 
much more at 
www.StopTheAmwayToolScam.wordpress.com and 
www.AllMLMFacts.org, and email 
stoptheamwaytoolscam@yahoo.com if you want to help 
shut down Amway and other MLM scams. 

Watch this video about Amway and other MLM scams, then 
forward it to every non-Amway person you know, and 
encourage them to do the same. When enough people 
know, these scams will collapse:  
English version: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=s6MwGeOm8iI 
Spanish version: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cy-
O4myeUzg&feature=youtu.be 
Show less

  Reply •

Michael Crowder 1 week ago
Getting involved with ACN, nearly 8 years ago, was the best 
business decision our family has ever made!  So thankful for this 
business, the founders and the integrity that is shown every day!  
Read more

 22   Reply •

Scott Johnson 1 day ago
How many non-distributor customers do you have, how 
many does your downline have, and how many does ACN 
overall have? How much do they buy compared to an ACN 
distributor? 
Show less

  Reply •

Ladarion Bailey 1 week ago
I love my company! 
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Scott Johnson 1 day ago
Which company is yours? 

  Reply •

Saffron Games Of韛�cial 1 week ago
I've been wondering when ACN would release a video like this. 

 17   Reply •

Scott Johnson 1 day ago
It's full of very questionable claims, as usual. 

  Reply •

Jim Lambright 1 week ago
ACN is a customer acquisition company.  25 years in business.  
There is no way it could be an illegal pyramid and stay in 
business this long. 

 15   Reply •

Scott Johnson 1 day ago
That's what they said about a lot of MLMs that have been 
put out of business or severely hammered recently. 

  Reply •

Add a public reply...

Cancel Reply

Brandon Hanks 1 week ago
Even at the age of 18 I wasn't stupid enough to believe what 
people had to say, especially when they didn't know what they 
were talking about. Ignorance is not bliss. 

 13   Reply •

Scott Johnson 1 day ago
Are you in an MLM? 

  Reply •

PraiseBreak1020 1 week ago
#YearOfTheHarvest #WeAreACN Thank you for this video! 
De韛�nitely needed! God Bless You!!! 

 11   Reply •

Scott Johnson 1 day ago
Just because someone claims something to be true doesn't 
make it so. 

  Reply •

Carlos Couto 1 week ago
ACN <3 

Never seen a company like this before! I feel at home :) 
 10   Reply •

Scott Johnson 1 day ago
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Scott Johnson 1 day ago
Are you homeless? 

  Reply •

sean dennedy 1 week ago
I so love this company, it's integrity, and the lives it's 
changing..including MINE! 

 8   Reply •

Scott Johnson 1 day ago
How many non-distributor customers do you have, how 
many does your downline have, and how many does ACN 
overall have? How much do they buy compared to an ACN 
Read more

  Reply •

Serge Azor 1 week ago
It is sad how many people are misguided in there understanding 
of MLM.  When you work for a corporation you are in a pyramid, 
where a person moves up when someone is 韛�red, retired, or quits.  
You can work 100 hours in a week at a job and never make the 
same income as the CEO.   At least with companies like ACN, you 
determine your engagement, you get to move up the ranks not 
based on the person ahead of you, but on your efforts and the 
efforts of a team. PEOPLE YOU ARE EITHER LEVERAGING YOUR 
TIME OR BEING LEVERAGED! CHOOSE!!!!!! 
Show less

 8   Reply •

Scott Johnson 1 day ago
It's "their" misunderstanding, not "there" understanding. It is 
sad how many people are misguided in their understanding 
of spelling simple words. Lack of external sales is what 
makes an MLM an illegal pyramid, it has NOTHING to do 
with the organizational shape. NOTHING. How many non-
distributor customers do you have, how many does your 
downline have, and how many does ACN overall have? How 
much do they buy compared to an ACN distributor? 
Show less

  Reply •

Adam Smith 1 week ago
Year of the harvest 

 8   Reply •

Scott Johnson 1 day ago
All MLM scams say that every year. Year after year, decade 
after decade. 

  Reply •

Kristy Morrison 1 week ago (edited)
SO TRUE!!! Such an honour to be with this company for the past 2 
years. I am so excited to help people create there own revenue 
streams or even save on some bills. #Honoured THANK YOU!  
www.KristyMorrison.com 
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 9   Reply •

Scott Johnson 1 day ago (edited)
Kristy - How many non-distributor customers do you have, 
how many does your downline have, and how many does 
ACN overall have? How much do they buy compared to an 
ACN distributor? Read more

  Reply •

La Paz 1 week ago
YYAASSSSSSSS!!!!!!! 

 8   Reply •

Scott Johnson 1 day ago
How many non-distributor customers do you have, how 
many does your downline have, and how many does ACN 
overall have? How much do they buy compared to an ACN 
distributor? 
Show less

  Reply •

Pam Le 1 week ago
ACN is the greatest thing that has ever happened to me! I'm so 
grateful for this amazing opportunity and I'm so excited for the 
next 5, 10, 50+ years. I know we will only continue to keep getting 
bigger and better! #WeAreACN Read more

 6   Reply •

Scott Johnson 1 day ago (edited)
Pam - How many non-distributor customers do you have, 
how many does your downline have, and how many does 
ACN overall have? How much do they buy compared to an 
Read more

  Reply •

David Gibbs 1 week ago
wow! that was awesome. 

 6   Reply •

Scott Johnson 1 day ago
David - How many non-distributor customers do you have, 
how many does your downline have, and how many does 
ACN overall have? How much do they buy compared to an 
Read more

  Reply •

Faisal Khan 1 week ago
I am proud to be an independent business owner and ACN gives 
that kind of opportunity. The freedom I love. Instead of working 
for other people and make them rich. Guys do the same effort 
Read more
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 4   Reply •

Scott Johnson 1 day ago
Faisal, your post sounds a lot like Amway, which is the 
largest MLM scam. How many non-distributor customers do 
you have, how many does your downline have, and how 
Read more

  Reply •

Konstantin Kosukhin 1 week ago
IT'S ABOUT TIME WHEN A LEGITIMATE SOLID COMPANY LIKE 
ACN ASSERTS ITSELF AND STATES WHATS TRUE.  WE ARE ACN, 
AND WE ARE HERE TO MAKE THIS WORLD A BETTER PLACE 
Read more

 3   Reply •

Scott Johnson 1 day ago
Konstantin, your post sounds a lot like Amway, which is the 
largest MLM scam. How many non-distributor customers do 
you have, how many does your downline have, and how 
Read more

  Reply •

Rhoni Hazelwood 1 week ago
I'm thankful everyday this profound business was introduced to 
me! �  Thanks for this great video to help shed light on the 
difference between get-rich-quick schemes & legitimate business 
Read more

 3   Reply •

Scott Johnson 1 day ago
Rhoni, your post sounds a lot like Amway, which is the 
largest MLM scam. How many non-distributor customers do 
you have, how many does your downline have, and how 
Read more

  Reply •

jagjit singh 1 week ago
Loveyou ACNNNN! 

 2   Reply •

Scott Johnson 1 day ago
Jagjit, your post sounds a lot like Amway, which is the 
largest MLM scam. How many non-distributor customers do 
you have, how many does your downline have, and how 
Read more

  Reply •

Erwin Sioson 1 week ago
thank you for this video.... 

 2   Reply •

Scott Johnson 1 day ago
This video sounds a lot like Amway, which is the largest 
MLM scam. How many non-distributor customers do you 
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have, how many does your downline have, and how many Read more

  Reply •

Leanne Gabriel 1 week ago
Such a tremendous video!  ACN is an amazing company with the 
utmost integrity! 

 2   Reply •

Scott Johnson 1 day ago
Leanne, your post sounds a lot like Amway, which is the 
largest MLM scam. How many non-distributor customers do 
you have, how many does your downline have, and how 
many does ACN overall have? How much do they buy Read more

  Reply •

Grant Kelba 1 week ago
Thank you ACN for taking this subject head on. The spread of dis-
information needs to be taken to task. Especially now when 
anyone can hold themselves out as an expert. 

 2   Reply •

Scott Johnson 1 day ago
Grant, your post sounds a lot like Amway, which is the 
largest MLM scam. How many non-distributor customers do 
you have, how many does your downline have, and how 
many does ACN overall have? How much do they buy Read more

  Reply •

Mariano Solano Ortiz 1 week ago
Amazing company. It's an honor being in business with ACN. 

 2   Reply •

Scott Johnson 1 day ago
Mariano, your post sounds a lot like Amway, which is the 
largest MLM scam. How many non-distributor customers do 
you have, how many does your downline have, and how 
Read more

  Reply •

yovani 1 week ago
This is an amazing opportunity, if you want save $ go ahead, and 
also if you want to save and make money  just understand 韛�rst 
how much you can earn in your job or conventional business and 
Read more

 1   Reply •

Scott Johnson 34 minutes ago
yovani, your post sounds a lot like Amway, the largest MLM 
scam. How many non-distributor customers do you have, 
how many does your downline have, and how many does 
ACN overall have? How much do they buy compared to an Read more

  Reply •
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Karen Doerퟢ�ein 1 week ago
Awesome video. Education is key. 

 1   Reply •

Scott Johnson 1 day ago (edited)
Karen, your post sounds a lot like Amway, which is the 
largest MLM scam. How many non-distributor customers do 
you have, how many does your downline have, and how 
many does ACN overall have? How much do they buy Read more

  Reply •

Anwar Douglas 1 week ago
I truly love ACN!  Completely change my life!! 

 1   Reply •

Scott Johnson 1 day ago
Anwar, your post sounds a lot like Amway, which is the 
largest MLM scam. How many non-distributor customers do 
you have, how many does your downline have, and how 
many does ACN overall have? How much do they buy Read more

  Reply •

Jack Lambright 1 week ago
ACN -YEAR OF THE HARVEST.  This company is changing our 
lives and could change yours. 

 1   Reply •

Scott Johnson 37 minutes ago
Jack, your post sounds a lot like Amway, the largest MLM 
scam. How many non-distributor customers do you have, 
how many does your downline have, and how many does 
ACN overall have? How much do they buy compared to an Read more

  Reply •

your6FIGUREmentor 1 week ago
Really well done video! There are still people who will see this and 
not get it but there are still Americans today who think we never 
landed on the moon! Thank you for producing this! 

 1   Reply •

Scott Johnson 36 minutes ago
"Mentor," your post sounds a lot like Amway, the largest 
MLM scam. How many non-distributor customers do you 
have, how many does your downline have, and how many 
Read more

  Reply •

June Somerville 1 week ago
Happy to see a video that explains ACN and who we are and what 
we are NOT! This is a business anyone would be proud to be a 
part of. Thank you! 

 1   Reply •
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Scott Johnson 36 minutes ago
June, your post sounds a lot like Amway, the largest MLM 
scam. How many non-distributor customers do you have, 
how many does your downline have, and how many does 
ACN overall have? How much do they buy compared to an Read more

  Reply •

lenora marbury 1 week ago
I love ACN 

 1   Reply •

Scott Johnson 36 minutes ago
lenora, your post sounds a lot like Amway, the largest MLM 
scam. How many non-distributor customers do you have, 
how many does your downline have, and how many does 
ACN overall have? How much do they buy compared to an Read more

  Reply •

Sharon O. Williams 1 week ago
YES!!! This is so very smart. This is the truth and people need to 
know it! Proud to be part of this company! 

 1   Reply •

Scott Johnson 36 minutes ago
Sharon, your post sounds a lot like Amway, the largest MLM 
scam. How many non-distributor customers do you have, 
how many does your downline have, and how many does 
ACN overall have? How much do they buy compared to an Read more

  Reply •

John Marcus 6 days ago
What a life changing opportunity to be involved with such an 
amazing company. Doesn't matter what people think or say, just 
the personal development alone is worth $499,000!!! #WeAreACN 

  Reply •

Scott Johnson 35 minutes ago
John, your post sounds a lot like Amway, the largest MLM 
scam. How many non-distributor customers do you have, 
how many does your downline have, and how many does 
ACN overall have? How much do they buy compared to an Read more

  Reply •

jaydude26 6 days ago
love this company! our co founders operate at the highest 
integrity! 

  Reply •

Scott Johnson 35 minutes ago
Jay, your post sounds a lot like Amway, the largest MLM 
scam. How many non-distributor customers do you have, 
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scam. How many non-distributor customers do you have, 
how many does your downline have, and how many does 
Read more

  Reply •

Chase 1 1 week ago
"WE Fly High No Lie and we love it" ACN 4 life fam 

  Reply •

Scott Johnson 35 minutes ago
Chase, your post sounds a lot like Amway, the largest MLM 
scam. How many non-distributor customers do you have, 
how many does your downline have, and how many does 
Read more

  Reply •

Kurdish SVP 1 week ago
I've been with ACN for 2 years now and I can't wait to be apart of 
this amazing company for the rest of my life. 
This is my Home ❤  

  Reply •

Scott Johnson 34 minutes ago
Kurd, your post sounds a lot like Amway, the largest MLM 
scam. How many non-distributor customers do you have, 
how many does your downline have, and how many does 
ACN overall have? How much do they buy compared to an Read more

  Reply •

Shirley Johnson 1 week ago
I joint 12-23-16 ilook forward to meeting people and building my 
business 

  Reply •

Scott Johnson 34 minutes ago
Shirley, your post sounds a lot like Amway, the largest MLM 
scam. How many non-distributor customers do you have, 
how many does your downline have, and how many does 
ACN overall have? How much do they buy compared to an 
ACN distributor? 
Show less

  Reply •

Chad Floyd 1 week ago
This is GREATNESS!!! ACN is an amazing company, so honored to 
be a part of it! 

  Reply •

Scott Johnson 33 minutes ago
Chad, your post sounds a lot like Amway, the largest MLM 
scam. How many non-distributor customers do you have, 
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scam. How many non-distributor customers do you have, 
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ACN overall have? How much do they buy compared to an 
ACN distributor? 
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  Reply •

Chad McDonald 1 week ago
Good job guys! Keep releasing solid info like this!! 

  Reply •

Scott Johnson 33 minutes ago
Chad, your post sounds a lot like Amway, the largest MLM 
scam. How many non-distributor customers do you have, 
how many does your downline have, and how many does 
ACN overall have? How much do they buy compared to an 
ACN distributor? 
Show less
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